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Adequacy Of Infirmary
Questioned By Senate

One of the latest publications tions among colleges of comBy JOHN CHATFDELD
of the "college is the Trinity parable size," MAY 4—-Former, ambassador
College Bulletin, replacement
Miles Told
for the old Why Trinity. For
The. campus life section fea- to Spain John Davis Lodge
those not familiar with the old tures the many uses of Mather urged anti-Communist f r e e
bulletin, the purpose described Hall as well as listing the mile- wolrd unity in an after dinner
MAY 1—Vice-President Baird ed. The senator charged that,ing "There were expenses in, The Senate voted 20-6 t«
by President Albert Jacobs as age to many women's colleges. address at the Trinity Club
Morgan again questioned the Harrison P. Bridge, last year's! this light but they have been [fine the Ivy the suggested $150.
''primarily for young men who Svery student organization is annual spring banquet tonight.
adequacy of present campus:Ivy editor, "went ahead on hisjtaken care of."
Senator Morgan further re»
have not yet decided where listed under the extra-curri- Lodge is also ex-governor of
medical facilities tonight and j own account, never looking at}
Firm Stand
ported that the physical educathey will go to college."
cular activities as well as pic-Connecticut, and in 1951, durinformed the Senate of two re-1 the books to see if he had the j Although it seems unfair to ition department has been incent cases in which students | money."
I punish the 1962 Ivy for the (formed of the present condition
The bulletin presents the turing the Bagpipers, the Glee ing his term as chief adminisseeking medical aid found the| Sen. Robert Miller questioned! misappropriations of two years I of the Corinthian Yacht Club
prospective student with a pic- Club, the Jesters, and the foot- trator of the state, he received
torial tour of the campus, ball team in action^
infirmary unattended.
; Morgan about: alleged reports j ago, we must take a firm stand and has promised to investigate
an honorary LL.D. from TrinThe bulletin explains the ity. He has been ambassador
starting out from the steps of
"Trinity advertises that med-i that some of the yearbook's j on financial matters, Morgan the situation. The club is eharBoardman, heading down the three major areas of athletics to Spain for. the past^six years.
ic'al assistance is available at!funds had been taken for per-\asserted. Without such a tight]acterized by poor meetings and
Long Walk, and ending with in college life: PE classes, In his speech the diplomat
all times," Morgan declared, \ sonal use.-Senator Morgan val- j rein, things will get way out election of officers, Morgan
intramurals,
and.
intercollegiate
the mortar-boarded, seniors
"We must either fulfill this ob-1 Wated these charges, remark-1 of hand,
stated.
j
heaped
violent
epithets
on
waiting impatiently outride sports. Markley • Smith is jCommunist dogma, citing "the
ligation or stop making such
the chapel for the commence- shown breaking the tape at a hum of Communist propaganda
declarations."
j - _J _ _
-j^ 9 _
. _ _
^ f
f /
track meet.
ment march to begin.
machines," a n d proclaimingAlso
discussed
is.
the
early
Three
Solutions
Of special interest to the
that "Communism feeds on
Senator Morgan suggested
present student body is the fact admission plan whereby a stu- misunderstanding and misinterdent
whose
principal
choice
is
three possible solutions to the
that recent photographs fill
pretation."
Trinity may receive "prelimipresent situation:
the brochure..
'Awesome Responsibility'
nary evaluation" on his' three
1. Abolish all medical faciliHome and Playboy ,
year's grades a n d 1 college Emphasizing the united duty cency of
A typical Jarvis_room shows boards in his junior year. The of the free world and especially in a plush country: "But let us ties and refer all patients to
Hartford Hospital.
four students "at home." One booklet explains this and also of the United States, he said, recognize also
2. Employ a full-time, resi- MAY 5—Lack of faculty in-] book editor Harrison Bridge that nearly 150 extra copies
of the four, Chuck Hoffman, states the average annual ex- "We Arnericans in this trem- standard of living is
nurse.
is diligently reading his copy penses are S2625.00.
bling hour of decision have the protection in a world in which dent
terest in purchasing the 1960reported today.
were ordered last year, Bridge
o T-. * w>- i. i. ^
of Playboy. An explanation of
awesome, responsibility, the sa-unbridled passions are still on J - J ^ ^ t l } ^ • S y S t e m Ivy at a nominal fee has re- The few surplus books re- explained.
the ' student government and
cred duty, the God given op- the march. Our creature com- jof medical
sulted in the major portion of maining in 1959 had been dis- A number of the yearbooks
the Placement Ofice fills the
portunity to protect the weak- forts are not a shield in the Morgan stated that the first the financial loss which the Ivy tributed free to the faculty, have been given to private
next page.
.
. . , ' • .
er nations from being crushed struggle or human dignity . . ."two suggestions were impracti- incurred last year, former year- and demand had been such | schools and colleges and some
The following .page shows
under the heel of the Commu- He mentioned Spain's exclu- cal; the first might result in
sold to present freshmen, 1961
smiling ex-Tripoder William
nist boot." :
Ivy Editor Donald LeStage
sion from NATO, arid lauded serious consequences in an exKirtz working as a copy editor
"The Russian- ambition is the democratic spirit of the treme emergency, while the
says.
at the Hartford Times.
conquest." he continued. "Ours Spaniards. "Spain is, from re- second would be highly expenSlightly less than 100, howThe bulletin stresses, as one
'<
is peace." He said that peace cent tragic experience and bysive.
ever, have not been sold or
of the most outstanding facets
The
third
proposal
could
and
MAY 5 — Harvard Univer- under conquest is certainly deep conviction, wholeheartedgiven away, he reports, and
of Trinity,- that department
possible, but that it would be ly on our side, in meeting the. should be carried out, Morgan
sity's Administration has prothere are no present, plans for
heads frequently instruct fresh- hibited
asserted. Past and present stuthe Student Council
disposal of the remainder.
man courses.-The photos reveal from sponsoring a concert by the "peace of a vast concen- dread menace of our time."
aides have been
tration
camp."
.
The
art
of
politics,
he
said,
is
LeStage refused to single out
the wide interests of the fac-folksinger Peter Seeger, (Harfied.
Students
working
at
the
Bridge for special criticism in
ulty with Dr. Robert Smellie vard '40) who was recently- "If the Soviets win the' cold "inclusion."
infirmary are given free rooms,
Needed: Inspiration
the handling of the Ivy orders.
working .in his lab and Prof. convicted of contempt of Con- war."; he asserted, "there will
Morgan reported and declared:
But he did report that his preJohn Dando before a TV cam- gress, the Harvard Crimson be no need for them to fight The suntanned and stately "This shouldn't be a charity
a hot one."
statesman continued, " T h e
decessor had failed to circulate
era.
'•
today reports.
Iiineolnesqne
Christians did not die in thejob."
any flyers announcing the reClass Pictures
"Lawyers advise against the
First Aid' Training'
duced rate purchase offer.
Pictures of economics, geol- University getting involved in Lodge strummed out the Colliseum and the Catacombs Senator Morgan suggested
LeStage reports his organizaogy, and biology classes fill the cases still pending in court," theme of a world composed of for their personal belongings. t h a t f i r s t a i d
congruent parts. "Just as a na-They had a sense of mission, a | t oa 1 1 a i d e s Naming °e given
tion, having already sold some
•pages devoted to curriculum said Dean Watson.
deep feeling of dedication a!
^ brought up the
books to the faculty, cannot
and degree requirements. The
Seeger has appealed his one- tion, in the .'Words of Abraham lofty inspiration."
| possibility of employing preLincoln,
cannot
remain
half
distribute the rest free. His
bulletin reveals that "55 per year sentence for refusing to
im e d student
s for the infirmary
main concern at present is get-*
cent of the students seek the testify before the House Un- slave and half free, so is it I Lodge is a graduate . of the p t ) s i t i o n s
- '
,.---..,.- ,
ting- the pile of packaged books
American Aetivties Committee with the world. 'Peaceful co- i Harvard Law School (1923-Land i
•33. A: degree."Thomas McKune moved j
out of his office. "But where
Four pages are devoted to investigating subversive activ- existence' is . simply another served in the-Navy in World t h aSen.
t
the enate
recommend to
can I send them," he pleads.
the religious life, on the cam-ities in the entertainment field. Machiavellian device to bring War II. The Italian Republic t h e F "a c u l t $
> ' Committee on Adpus with, some shots of the The Student Council Forum about our enslavement. It is awarded him the Order of Mechapel;
Committee had hoped to hold surrender on the installment rit in 1953, making Lodge the ministration that classes be
Dave Arp and Ed Waggoner the concert for fund raising. plan. When freedom is.brutally first American to receive the: cancelled on May 22nd and
1 2 3 r d i n f a v o r o f a reading periare shown studying in the pe- Reportedly, a non-Harvard crushed in Hungary, - it is decoration.
threatened
in
Podunk.""
The
riodical room of the 400,000 group of students will attempt
He has served as Ambassa-' ° d P r i ° r t 0 f i n a l examinations."
The Senate unanimously apvolume library, which is "oneto sponsor a Seeger concert in United States, he said, cannot dor to Spain since 1955,
proved the. motion. Action is
"live in isolation."
of the largest library collec- the Boston area.
term ending this year.
now up to the committee which
will meet next week.
In connection with Senator
McKune's proposal, Sen. Albert Zakarian asked the Sen- '•BY-DANIEL' COTTA
ference in Conway at which he did not 'inform on" the G00
ate to consider a plan to standUphaus was director.
people at world fellowship
MAY
5—Dr.
Willard
Uphaus,
ardize final examination schedThe Attorney General was because he didn't want-to be
ules. Under this p r o p o s a l , the former faculty member of
schedules would be completed the Yale Divinity School-who ardently convinced that world a tale-bearer and give false
and published before class reg- spent a year in jail in the con- fellowship was nourishing sub- witness and because he wanted
has . just walked through the
.
..... „,
versive elements.
to preserve the sacredness of
by Keith Watson
the first amendment.
istrauon. Zakanan s plan will
door.
Supreme Court Case
One of the most curious
be discussed further at a later erty, discussed the problem of
Justifying his decision not to
In
a
1959
decision
the
U.
S.
phenomena of Trinity College
After the fifth game of ping ; meeting.
personal conscience and theSupreme Court upheld the reveal the names of the guests
is the Mason Plan.
pong and the tenth glass'of
Ivy Fined $150
state in a talk to the American N. H. Attorney General, al- at world fellowship because of,
Under this system, each j
punch, it's time to leave. This
Sen. Baird Morgan recom- Civil Liberties Union tonight at though Justice Brennan speak- his personal conscience, Uphouse soberly takes the fledgeis easier said than done. The | mended that the Senate fine the University of Hartford.
ing for a minority of four,, haus emphatically stated that
ling" freshmen under its wing to
frosh looks a r o u n d for h i s j t n e I v y $ 1 5 0 o n n e x * year's alUphaus was jailed for con-asserted "the investigatory ob- the basic purpose . of the Bill
show him the wonders of fraof Rights is the right to be left
buddies, but they are apparent-! l o t m f n V 1 ° r m i S U S e ° f l a s t tempt because he refused to jective was the impermissible alone.
ternity life.
give the New Hampshire At- one of exposure for exposure's
/
(year's funds..
The typical freshman has
torney . General a list of per-sake.'
Explosive Fellowship
Iy
well
cornered.
After
an
emj
T
h
e
1
9
6
o
I
v
y
e
x
c
e
e
d
e
(
J
i
t
s
a set method of approaching
sons who a few years ago, at- Uphaus in his talk tonight j Uphaus mocked the idea
barrasing moment of forget- j budget by over $300 without tended a world fellowship con- to the ACLU. maintained that that the world • fellowship
this Tuesday night vigil. First
be gathers with his friends of
ting the host's name, he sneaks j Senate approval, Morgan statgroup was a cover for subverhis class. For the : first time
away towards the door. Howsion, pointing out that through,
since last month's chapel, he
out the controversy "no one
ever, he is recognized oy anis well-dressed and relatively
came forward with a scintilla
other brother, - and all plans j
well scrubbed. There is always
of evidence that anyone in the
are
foiled.
one guy in the group who has
fellowship had ever breathed
Corruption and Hypocricy
four hour tests the next day,
a threat against New HampFinally, our hero reaches
but after carefully evaluating
shire or the United States."
the
door.
Several
incoming
his collegiate goals, he joins
World fellowship, he said,
classmates., whom he doesn't
the assault to Vernon Street.
know come to shake hands and
By WENDELL GUY
j to control the financial end ofgling of classes.' Freshman1 was "genuinely religious in
' " even though it
Hands and Teeth
trade smiles—already getting
s the
Class officers have no mean- the affairs.
During the trek, the atmosready for next year it seems.
n
No Hitler
i ticular sect
elaims
phere is one of feigned indifStruggling through the same
Polk
revealed
that the class For a definite class spirit, a! T h e g r o u " p w a s , . t o o e x n l o .
Polk
'
ference. "I don't cai*e whether
hands and teeth, he passes out
I pledge or not, because Barry
the door and down the steps. recently elected president of; president is occasionally asked j central factor is. needed .suelr sive" because of its "^reat mthe rising senior class.
j t o give the "feeling of the stu-j as rooming in the same dorfnJ clusiveness" lor some' of the
Goldwater s a y s fraternities
to head for another house.
His
opinion
is
that
the
of-!dent
body" on some particulariMuch more easy.to develop islNew Hampshire people Upbreed communism," seems to
should either be abolished j issue, but he added he never j college spirit, claimed Polk,
«•=•'' in
'«"-**
_*-•„_to
1. ex_—
, al-ihaus said
attemntin
to
be the line. It's not a very
or be given some purpose-has felt like "a Hitler, filing
rational approach to the issue,
perclass acquaintances at1 the. w,n.i c
though the spirit on the cam-iDlain the origin of the" contrapus now "leaves much to be v e rsy.
Cave. But his greeting is. met
" would be equal to the!the troops."
but then Mason Plan isn't
Educated Incarceration
with- the sullen, pre Mason honor that the position holds, j The class officer can do little desired.'
either.
Plan nod that he : knows so' Having held the office of to instill spirit into a class, Polk sees the Senate as the j Describing his one year stay
Reporter Watson at the Sciene
As the group approaches the
class- president for two years, j claimed Polk, as this must Be prime agency for restoring! in the Merrimac,. N. H., jail,
well.
hnuse they have selected for
inevitable comparisons w i t h How insulting! thinks the - P o l k f e e l s t h a t h e i s i n a posi- spontaneous. The general struc-.more spirit to the campus. "Anj h e said that he had a chance
the first invasion, apprehen- class with him last semester.
tion t 0 c o m m e n t o nt n e
j t u i c of
ui the
i-neschool
-sumjui is
is "not
ILUV
uiuiv-1 ciuuve Senate
oeiicue is
is bound
bound to in-! to
reflect
great deal. Here
offices,jture
brok-;active
sion strikes. Each man walks After the first lecture he never Mather Hall are made. This freshman. What corruption of '
In
the
overall
picture^
all
the|en
down
along
class
lines,
but
crease
student
interest,"
he con-i ^ e
nited opportunity
values!
.What
hypocrisy!
When
more slowly than his compan- saw too much of the guy, un-topic of conversation continues
1
office of class president entails is such to include intermin- eluded.
for reading and reconsidering
ions, hoping to avoid leading limited cuts you. know, but atuntil they reach the basement. do I pledge?
whether his personal -conis organizing dance committhe pack up the walk. One mar- least it's something to talk
science was right.
:
tees.
Punch and Ping
tyr (who is really only tryingf
TRANSCRIPT NOTICE
One
of
the
strongest
realizaStudy
GoingOn
all
The
basement
contains
to impress the house with his j about,
AIL transcript requests mustj
tions which came to him in
valor) bursts forth. And as the The greeting by this upper- sorts of interesting novelties, be received by the Transcript! At present a Senate commitjail was the dehumanization
tee
is
making
a
critical
evaluagroup comes up the walk there classman is like Stanley and the most inspiring of which is Secretary, Mrs. Victoria Smith,
which prison brings. He critf.
tion
of
all
campus
organizais no turning back, for through Livingston all over again. After the party room. "Sure the of the Registrar's Office, not
cised' the judges who "pusn
the windows the eyes of many he places the frosh's n a m e ceiling's low," goes the usual later than Wednesday noon of jtions including the class offitremendous social problems un.-jeers.
Those
on
the
committee
|
MAY
5—The
fact
that
all
I
of
f-campus
student
ratio
will
line;
"but
when
you're
down
brothers are glued to them.
firmly in his mind, the tour
the week they are to be serif' £:,7 l r t " ' £ 7 , , " • " £ ^ " " ^ e ^ .
der the rug .and forget, about
.
. .-.•••
mcjude Rodney Day, James' Jarvis rooms will be four-man 1 be somewhat larger.
ut
them" by arbitrarily, handing
Walking through the thres- begins. First the guest sees here you're in no condition to oout
Sweeney,
and
Prof.
Frederick!
r
hold, the Freshman is deluged the living room with all thestand up straight. Ho! Ho!" Please make checks payable j Stoutland.
rooms next year does not nec- When the North Campus down a sentence, not qarin^ for
*. by a myriad of h a n d s and trophies for intramural bad- After the gleam has vanished to: Trustees of Trinity College' _, ln
, . ••
essarily mean enrollment will
5 completed next Feb-i
teeth. He is taken back because minton and the.like. Then up- from the upperclassman's eye, as all transcripts must be paid Polk may offer as an alter-] b e significantlyy increased ,Asnative plan to electing class
ruary, Dean Kelsey said, over-| a n d m o n t h s I o t h e i . ™
never has he seen an upper- stairs he is shown into numer- they pass to the punch-bowl- for when requested.
i l l hp.allpviatprl-and
J- •
J
officers having a social, chair- sociate . Comptroller Keley re- prnwdinor
crowding w
will
be alleviated and! court.
classman smile at him, much! o u s we ii-groomed ' bedrooms. and-pretzel din.
today.
the n U m b e r o lm e n
man for each class. The chair- ported
increase
in
oecuoancv
I
assigned
to
less shake his hand. But this ^JEach room has at least one Then comes the moment of
Uphaus
The
sees
a
crisis
period
BLOOD DRIVE SET
j man would work with a com- j he* stated, is the result of - ! e a c h r o O m w i u be. return to existing in our country today
representation from the last decision. Haying run out of
Mason Plan.
The
Spring
blood
drive
will
mittee of representatives from relatively small graduating what it formerly was.
discussion
subjects,
the
upperPlayboy, several record alas civil liberties are being subPlayboy and Albums
bums, "and usually a "Smith man leaves him with another be held on May 10 and 11. in the fraternities, independents, class and a larger (by about Plans for increased enroll- jected to the change brought
The first tiling our F r o s h College Personnel Only" sign. brother saying he will return, the Washington Room of Ma th- j and- Brownell is sponsoring- 20) incoming freshman class. ment which were discussed in about by a greater dependence
;. , The student population, Kelsey the last trustees , meeting, he on our nation's resources bedoes is to look' around for a Few books are in evidence.
but everybody knows he won't. er Hall:between U a.m. andiclass dances.
brother he knows, even just a
It seems that the host is. a big 3:45. p.m. Students can contact! The Senate could supply the noted, will, be about 1000, added, were long-range and cause of communist take over
Duly
impressed,
the
Freshlittle, for conversation must be
members, of the Sophomore]committee with . a treasurer whereas in past years it haswere not concerned with the of countries which once sup.
man in the h o u s e and he's
made. In the corner he spots man then passes_to the kitchen heard that the dasspresideat Dining Club.
(Cofltinued OH Page %\ '[thus ensuring them the right been about.980, The on-caaipus, near future.
a guy who was i s the same and dining' room whets the

Ivy Finances Plagued
By Surplus Yearbooks

Seeger
Banned
At Harvard

Uphaus Relates Story
Of 1st Amend. Case

Freshman Sees Mason Plan Rites
As Myriads Of 'Hands and Teeth'

Senior Class President
Questions Class Offices
?

Future Jarvis Crowding
]ExpIained By Kelsey
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THE TRINITY TRIPOD"

PAGE TWO
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Published weekly and more often when necessary throughout the
academic year by the students ol Trinity College. Student subscriptions
Included in tuition fee; others, S6.00 per year effective September I960.:
Second class postage paid at Hartford, Connecticut, under the act of
March 3. 187a. The columns of THE TBINITY TEBPOD are at all times
open to undergraduates, alumni faculty and others for the discussion
of matters of interest to Trinity students. Notice of change of address
jnust be received two'weeks in advance.
Office .teiepnones: JA 7^3153, ext. 252- CH 6.1829

Partial Lodge Text
"The team play which is essential, tothe effective functioning of self-government
is also a: prerequisite to united international action. We seek unity rather .than unanimity both at home and abroad. We need all the friends we can get.' Politics, whether on
the domestic or the internatkaial scene, is. the art of inclusion.'.'
..
..."

Trinity Students Picket
Against Castro, Reds

and antagonistic opinions of Typical inscriptions read "Sti
By KJEITH WATSON
I and Stripes, Yes, Hammer
MAY 1 Another wave of the demonstrators.
They were also greeted by | Sickle, No" and "Fight
anti-Castro sentiment swept the
college today in the form of Dean Lacy who explained thejmunism, Hang Castro." To-|
local demonstrations.
rules of; legal picketing.
win support from the intelli**]
Two groups of demonstraSic Semper Tyrannis
gentsia of Hartford, the wor
tors participated in the event.
To draw attention to , their
The first was lead by Fresh- crusade, the group carried j "Sic Semper Tyrannis"
man Douglas Craig. They had many multi-colored placards.!
displayed.
planned to burn Dr Castro in
effigy, but contrary to the popular journalistic' cliche, the
spirit of the party was dampened by the threat of rain.
.Instead the party of six
loaded into a convertible and
rode through the streets of
downtown Hartford displaying
placards.
Lacy Greets Pickets
The second group of six
seemed to be the better organized. To insure proper pub- * INDIA MADRAS JACKETS
licity for their cause, they
While we live In an increasingly complex world in which specialization is the order first demonstrated in front of
of the day, it is also true th'at our world is increasingly interdependent. National boun- the Hartford Cpiirant building,
daries no longer coincide with economic frontiers and the political development of .a coun- Channel 18 Television studios, * INDIA MADIAS BERMUDA SHORTS
try is inextricably interwlned in many respects with its economic development. So it is
that largely agricultural nations tend to be more conservative in many of their attti'udes and the local New -York Times * POPLIN BERMUDA SHORTS
office. At the. first two places
than the more industrial nations.
they were cordially received.
"..-. - A s Americans we lare concerned in what happens everywhere on our planet. At the Times office they were * POPLiN SUITS
We cannot live in isolation, even if it were our desire to do so. The tremors of fn upheav- informed that the photographer
al in a. remote country of Asia or Africa* or indeed South America, are registered in Hart- was out to lunch.
Under the leadership of
ford, St. Louis, and in Phoenix, Arizona. The world is a community and we are part of it."
* TOPSID1R SNEAKERS
Frank Gleason) the procession j
• i'
*
*
.
"A nation's greatness is measured by its ability to shape events. We must not only moved to the Old State House
grounds. They were greeted by *-.CORD JACKETS
react to the dangers which threaten but acit to eliminate the dangers."
". . . But let us recognize also that our high standard of living is not a protection in the stares of many curious on-1
a world in which unbridled passions are still, on the march. Our creature comforts are lookers, plus several passersnot a shield in the struggle for survival. Indeed, they may well be a disadvantage.. . ." by who indicated both favorable * BRITISH POLO SHIRTS
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"A glaring example of disunity is the exclusion of Spain from NATO. Thi.s has
become a monstrous anachronism in a dangerous world. It has been our government's policy, which I most heartily endorsed, that Spain be a member: of NATO . . . I think that
Spain would accept membership in NATO if it were offered. It is obviously in our best
interests and in the best interests of our friends and allies that,Spain should be included.;
If we can manage to create by self-imposed voluntary discipline as great a degree of unity
as our enemies impose by force on their satellites and. slaves we shall have struck a mighty
EXECUTIVE BOABD
I
blow for our common cause. Spain . . . is, from recent tragic experience, and by deep
Uaitor-in-Chicl
conviction wholeheartedly on our side in meeting the dread menace of our-time. Our Joint
George F. Will '62'
bases and other installations on Spanish territory are, according to NATO military leaders
Managing Editor
"» •
Daniel Cotta '63 themselves, of great value to the security of all the members of NATO. The Spanish govSports Editor
News Editor
Feature Editor
William F. Hues' '63
Wendell Guy '62 ernment and the Spanish people have been friendly and cooperative and have not hesitated,
Stephen Perrault '63
in spite of continuous threats from the Soviets, to assume the responsibility inherent in the
NEWS STAFF
Richard Bloomsteln '64 (photography), Malcolm Campbell '64 John
presence of those bases. . . . They the (Communists) attack them on the radio and in the
Chatfieid '64, Douglas Craig '64, John Heldt '64 (photography),
press for having allowed us Americans to build military installations on Spanish soil. In
Thomas Jones '64, Edward Roberts '64 (photography), Myron .Rosenorder to distarct attention from their heinous propaganda against a people who, from.bitthai '64, Ronald Spencer '64, Shepard Spink '62 Peter Stanley '63
ter and tragic experience, know what Communism is. The Spaniards fully understand the
(art), Kirby Talley '63, Charles Todd '64, Keith Watson '64, Henry
Whitney '63, John Witherington '64.
nature of these threats which they continue to resist with sturdy courage. • Yet in spite of
SPOUTS STAFF
the tragedy, the heroism and the sacrifice of countless Spaniards, certain legends persist.
William Barnes '64, Thomas Bundy '62 Joseph Afartire '64, Andy
Apparently, it is easier to split the atom than to destroy prejudice. Ignorance and prejuMiller '62, Donald Papa '62, Frederick Pry or '62, Scott Reynolds '63,
Frank Sears '62.
dice remain our greatest enemies. Ancient mvths survive the impact of nuclear fission and
BUSINESS BOABD
become obstacles in the way of that unity which is such an urgent necessity. The mostele-.
Business Manager
mentary logic demands that the Spanish-government and people should be accepted by the
Barnett Lipkind '62
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager
NATO partners as lull and equal associates."
Thomas Fraser '63

Marshall Blume '63
i BUSINESS STAFF
Richard Bernstein '63, Tom Boyd '62, John Moeling '64, Leland
Moyer '63 David Pyle, Kenneth Wiltsek '64.

Hollow Offices
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W A R M WEATHER
CORRECT NEEDS

-

The Tripod urges the Senate to consider carefully the proposals made by Senior Class President
William Polk in an interview this week. .
Needless to say, the position of class officer is
not the most coveted off ice on campus. True, the office
commands a certain amount of respect but; without
the responsibility that should go along with .it, the
respect and the office are almost meaningless.
When a class elects officers, it selects those members' whom it feels can best represent its interests. In
'* POPLIN TROUSERS '
other words, it chooses men to make important decisions which will affect the entire class.
* MADRAS SWIM TRUNKS
What class officers are elected to do and what
ity is to seriously injure the I in the ease of the HUAC. More- and he can exert an influence;
they actually have the power to do -are a world apart.
Besides participating in class functions (which end Rogers Condemns Executive - Congressional bal- over, it should be done in all on the prospective candidate
ance.
Congressional committees, The vhich may be of significance.
at matriculation and are revived at graduation) and Extreme Tripod
Some
critics
feel
that
though
author would like to see more This was the influence; which:
warning incoming freshmen of the consequences of not
the
investigation
pursuant
to
stringent
safeguards established . . . exerted upon me. The best
Clothier
Furnisher
learning College songs, their only duty is to organize HUAC Position
way to describe him would be |
legislation
may
be
useful,
the
class dances.
throughout the c o m m i t t e e in the trite term 'regular guy'."|
HUAP's efforts at turning, up
In fact, all the important duties which the term To The Editor:
F. Gardiner F. Bridge
Communists in the process is structure, but certainly not conImporter
"class officer" implies, are in the hands of the Senate, The Tripod has in the past objectionable. If they object to fine the attention to .the narDirector of Admissions
few
weeks
objectively
pubThe Senators, not the class officers, are the representhis, why don't they object to row area that the liberals who
tatives of the student body. All" important decisions lished two "documented" trea- the Jackson- Sub-committee's profess to be worried about in24-26 TRUMBUU STREET, HARTFORD, CONN,
concerning students in which students have a voice tises on the HUAC: issue, both investigation of National Secur- dividual rights would have us
supporting one side of the ques- ity Machinery, or to the Conare made by the Senate.
do. This way the HUAC and
Telephone JAcksen 5-2139
Mr. Polk's suggestion that a social chairman as- tion. One was by a member of gressional investigation of the the other committees of Conthe
to-the-left-leaning-left
(to
Exec
itive's
handling
of
the
U-2
sume the responsibilities currently carried by class ofthe Tripod's picturesque affair? Indeed why don't they gres can carry on their very
ficers is extremely sound. There would be no need for use
OPEN Monday through Saturday
description) Emergency Civil object to all investigations that necessary functions, while at
an election of any sort for choosing this man. It could Liberties Committee, the other aren't directly pursuant to
the
same
time,
the
rights
of
all
be done by caucus of the Senators from each class or was by the Tripod's Editor, particular legislation. Such inHour Free Parking Next to Store
by giving appointing power to the Social and Cultural George Will, whom we willjvestigations are beneficial and individuals will be more rigorously protected.
affairs Committee.
not attempt to classify. The j important. The investigation of
While Shopping With Us
Th Tripod does not feel it wise to award such hollow Tripod, in the best tradition of j Communists is certainly both The author realizes that this
offices such august labels. Elections in this case are newspaper responsibility, has of these. Helping to uncover solution is nowhere near as exgraciously published the one Alger Hiss and others is a val- citing as witch-huntsr abolition
little more than exercises in sixth-grade civics.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

letter supporting the other side. uable addition to the national movements, or wild demonstraBut is the extreme position security. To object to these tions, attuned, to the problem
of the Tripod the right one in functions of .the HUAC is to as it exists,. , .. .;
face of the situation as it object to such functions in all One more word can not be
. Yesterday the last footage of the taped "Trinity the
exists in the real world and Congressional committees, It is resisted. The Tripod unfortuSpotlight" television shows was run off over Channel not in the papers which have doubted if the critics will be nately chose to align the HUAC
30, the local NBC affiliate. Although no arrangements been researched to prove a pre- willing to attack, these other and those that support it-with
have been made.for continuing the series next Fall, established thesis? The author bodies.
the John Birehers, the Amerithe Tripod hopes every effox-t will be made to continue feels that extremism is never But what of the abuses al- can Nazis (all 26 of them), and
D
the-series.
the right solution of long-term leged by the critics? This au- the -A-R- To quote the paper's
editorial of two weeks
Professor George B. Cooper deserves special praise governmental problems. The thor indeed feels that some
for his weekly duty as moderator of the half-hour HUAC is not'an isolated inci- abuses have occurred in the ago, "Something can surely be
of an organization, by
panel show. It is certain this form of public relation: dent in governmental affairs. It HUAC. But the important point known
is part of a long-standing meth- that the critics overlook is that the caliber of admirers it atshould not be let slip by the College.
od of Congressional operations abuses are by no means con- tracts," While it painful to use
that probably even the Tripoa fined to the HUAC.' Look at the paper's tactics it should be
agrees with. This method is the Kefauver's investigation of P°mted out that one of the.
investigative one, to give Con- crime and gambling, look at publically stated aims of the
gress a method of finding out the McClellan Committee's in- Communist party in America
the facts, pursuant to legisla- vestigation of Hoffa and Beck. is the abolition of the HUAC
And yet, this author has heard "Something can surely b
tion or public information.
no liberals vigorously protest- known of an organization * (or
Congress Function
a movement) by the caliber of
To suggest, as some have ing the infringement of Jimmy admirers it attracts." No comHoffa's
rights.
Why
aren't
they
done in the HUAC case, that
ment
' . ••
the Executive, specifically the concerned with .the rights of all
Anthony Rodgers
FBI, should carry out the in- people? Maybe Communists
by PETEB F. voir STARCK vineingly played by Raymond vestigative functions is to de- aren't as bad as Jimmy Hof"From tedium to a p a t h y Drate. The other outstanding prive tile Congress of its life- fas'. If one is worried about
SDC Defended
with an occasional side trip to crewmen i n c l u d e d Wilbur giving method of information abuses, he Should look at the
monotony" is the description Hawthorne, David Galaty, Mi- gathering. Moreover, what is whole situation, and not get To The Editor:
we are given of life aboard the chael Dearington, John West- so sacred about t he Executive caught up in a crusading mis- Recently- the Sophomore Din
V.' S. Cargo Ship, AK601. ney, Donato Strammiello, and Branch? Indeed, under the sion against one small part of ing Club has been extensively
While this presents an accurate Elias Karson. The latter dis- American system of ehecks- a large operation.
criticized. I hope out of this
idea of the merits of the some- tinguished themselevs in
and-balances, between branches ,
Solution Suggested
criticism
the student body will
most
-ealistiG
and
well-staged
what overfamiliar and t i r e d
of government, the Congress What should be done about come up with constructive
fight,
as
well
as
adding
the
play, Mister Roberts, it in no
was purposely put on an equal these abuses? The critics feel plans to make the S.D.C. an orway characterizes the Jesters' usual element of humour.
basis with the Executive in cer- that the HUAC should be ganization of responsibility and
It.is evident from the size tain areas in order to keep
skillful efforts witi this, their
and predominant sex of the watch on its operation. The Ex- abolished, and since other com- honor as it should* be.
Spring production.
east
(all males with the excep- ecutive is not a pure, saintly mittees have had abuses, it is In fairness to the S.D.C., I
One of the most noticeable
logical to assume that the crielements of Mister Roberts is tion of Miss Holden) that Mr. branch of government any more tics would also want to abolish wish to state, as I have befon
Roberts is a play which is adon numerous occasions, tha
the elaborate staging job.
mirably suited for the dis- than the Congress is. Indeed,
committees. This obvious- the S.D.C. has been of
The set changes are numer- covery of new or latent talents the FBI has been accused of these
l is
ly
i nott the
th way to
t go about
bt
ous and rapid, something here- at Trinity. This consideration, abuses against the individual it. If something is wrong, cor- service to the College and to
the Office of Admissions We
tofore not seen in a Trinity coupled with the Jesters' skill- just as has the HUAC. To deproduction. This, p l u s the ful job, is not s u f f i c i e n t , prive Congress of their power rect the weaknesses while keep- are indebted: to the hospitality
constant banter of the crew- though, to excuse the fact that of investigation and their equal-1 ing the beneficial parts of the and courtesy shown" prospecStructure. This should "be done tive candidates by active, inmen, helps to present an ever- the play could hardly be conterested members of this or1
changing p a n o r a m a with sidered an inspired choice on
ganization.
which to sustain the interest of the part of the D i r e c t o r ,
an audience far removed from George E. Nichols HE. Let us
The C o l l e g e community
the situations which gave birth hope that this production was
(Continued From Page 1) of-conscience," prefers to be should know that more than
to the play.
only an isolated example of
known as a "Christian paci- once a most worthy candidate
The highlight of the even- talent s c o u t i n g and not a plied us: A social state or a po- fist." In no way, however, is for admission has chosen Trining was, as usual, Steven trend; for if not, we may next lice state could be the result, he a passive, pacifist, for he ity because of the efforts of a
Cool's performance of the Cap- be treated to Stalag 17.
he fears.
believes in striving actively for S.D.C. member. An outstanding
tain, a petty and incompetent
Fear
As
Pretext
peace by meeting the enemy young man recently admitted
mai*tinet of the worst wartime
just notified us he is coming
BRIDGE PLAY SET
"The fear of aggression is and loving him.
variety. John Meyer, in the
to Trinity and he has this to
very
real
in
American
hearts."
A bridge tournament will be
It was to meet the enemy say: "The tour of the campus
role of Mr. Roberts, was a
fine foil for this • brilliantly sponsored by the Mather Hall Uphaus stated, but " we must that he went to the Commu- would appear to me to be a
portrayed malignant personal- Board of Governors at 7:30 not let fear be used as a pre- nist-organized , World Peace very important part of the inity, Meyer's stage image was p.m. Friday, May 19, in the text." As examples of fear be- Congress in Warsaw in 1950. terview. This can be a crucial
perfect for the part, though game room of Mather Hall. ing used as a pretext, he cited He was thoroughly denounced time in formulating impreshis voice was perhaps not quite Open to all students, the tour- the recent jailing of Carl Bra- for this action.
sions about the school in genappropriate as that of an in- nament will consists of paired den_ of Kentucky and Frank
In his talk tonight he eral.
hands,
with
a
limit
of
20
pairWilkinson
of
California.
Bradividual who was c r e a t e d a
stressed taking major steps to
den, he maintained, was in "plan for peace." "What would The guide is very important
gentleman only by an act of ings.
conflict
with
antiintegration
Interested students may sign
congress.
happen if peace came?" He
up with Mrs. Curry at the main forces and Wilkinson was in wryly questioned.
Doc, Pulver Good
office of the Student Center. conflict with forces which
The characters of Doc and An entrance fee of 50c will be didn^t want to. see slum clearDisarming Defiance
Ensign Pulver were well han- used to provide the winner's ance and the abolition of
Willard Uphaus speaking to
dled by Timothy Lenichek and prize.
the interested ACLU members
HUAC.
John C o r m a n respectively.
Commenting on HUAC, Up- appeared a mild, meek man of
-Judy Holden and George Woolhaus remarked, "What use is slight build, with a. shock of
•NAVY HERE
sey were both extremely skinthere for a committee which unruly hair whitened by sevenThe U.S. Naval Officer In- j can't recommend legislation." ty years, and a gentle voice.
ful in their presentations of the
obviously Southern personal- terview and Examination Team He feels that the FBI is adeFrom his college days, howities of Lieutenant Ann Girard will be on campus May 17 quate.
ever, he has defied college- facand the lackadaisical S h o r e
Plan For Peace
ulties and presidents, Congresland IS to'talk to interested stu-i
Patrol officer.
Dr. Uphaus, although termed sional committees, attorneys
The crew was led in and out dents. They will be. m Mather b y t h
;eneral, judges, and the .Supf its mischief by Dowdy^ con- Hall from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. / "stiff-necked-rebel-in-the-name-preme Court p i the U. S,
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SpringfieId,Amlierst,A.LC.,PutSkidsOnTrinityBasebaIl
BY ANDY MILLER
and Sanders. Polk then blasted
t
5_Springfield College a homer into the left-field coi- big blows in the powerful Am^
d
timely hitting and ner, which was momentarily herst attack, while the Ban-' Judo Comes To Trinity
tams were unable to bring
§i'strong pitching to defeat Trin- lost underneath the trees.
;,yjty this afternoon, 8-3. Archie The Maroons tied the game in -their runners home, leaving
nine men on bases;.
I;.vyKtoore, a sophomore center
seventh and went ahead in
< BY WILEY JONES
y ;: iiefcfer, provided the day's big the
eighth. Willis walked, was The Bantams sent Zeitler to
: tiirill when he blasted a two the
the showers in , the seventh.
As the spring season ensingled
to
second,
and
advanced
•;;•;-<?ut, bases-loaded home run to third on an error, by San- Bill Polk led off with a single
veloped the Trinity campus,
,^V over the fence in deep center ders. Woodruff came into pitch to center, and went to second
the game of bat, ball, glove,
V;;iild
• "
and disagreeable umpires conand struck out Moore and when Wes Feshler walked. Bill
; The drive, off an errant Roys, but Sylvester smashed Leahy's nubber scored_ the run,
cluded a heavy schedule of 26
. Change-up from relief hurler a hard shot off the right-hand- as the catcher overthrew first
games this-week. Each organ
by. steve-'perreault
Don Woodruff, cleared the 420- er's glove to drive'in the win- Dave * Raymond's single to
ization on campus 'has pJayed
loot fence. Moore was the first ning run.
right drove ins the other two
at least- two. games, w h i l e
Three
boards
w.
one
blow.
Al
Healy,
a
member
of
to put one over in Dan Jessee'B
runs. Larry Miike relieved ati
many have seen action in three
39-yea .tutelage .here. ...The In the ninth Springfield iced this point and set the Bantams, the Connecticut Judo Academy /was the man who de- in the intramural soitball promonstrated that three one-inch boards could be split gram.
blast came in;the ninth inning the game. Two singles put men down the rest of the way.
to provide the visitors with a on-, first and second. With one
simultaneously with one swift stroke of the hand. Odd- In Najiqnal League action
TRINITY
out, Mike Mould hit a Kara
rather comfortable margin.'
sb, h h
ab r h ly enough Al had never even attempted such a feat the Psi U entry combined an
smash
which
Feshler
knocked
Sherdnef 3 1 0 Cibrese cf 4 0 0 before—or so he said.
There was no^ scoring in the
early weels victory over
The runner, Smith, Wrnek II 3 0 0 flSchnlld 1 0
first four innings. Springfield down.
neighbors TX, 12-3 with
Nixon II 1
0 HaUrnss 5 0
stopped
and
started
to
run
back
The
occasion
for
this
"believe
it
or
not"
feat
was
2 .Tofmsne ,3 0
broke the ice in the fifth with to. second. Feshler threw' back Chadys rf 3
wins over the Independent ena Jqdo exhibition sponsored by the Brownell Club try, 1440; and the.Bantams by
3 3
0 Andrsnl/ 3 0
two runs on two singles and a to second,- alter a moment's Horton
3 1
2 Polls 2
Elliott e 3
Thursday evening in Mather Hall, The assemblage of forfeit. Theta Xi could fair no
double.
1 Feshlr3' 3 1
ss 2
hesitation, but was too late to Lwrnce
2 Leahy II 4 1 0 sports^minded students loved every moment of it, es- bettor in this:week's action, as
Brumm 1 4
Polk Blasts Four-Bagger
get the force. Smith headed
o Hymn! rf 3 0
2
1
pecially as young -Mr.- Healy often flexed his wit they had to settle for.-'a forfeit
The Bantams struck back in for third on the play and made Diehl
aStine 2 1 0 0 Sanders p 2 o
victory over the Neds to acthe bottom of the fifth when it.
Zietler p 2 0 0 bWinner 0 0
along with his limbs.
..
company losses earlier in the
Bob Willis walked Wes Feshler The mistake -allowed Moote Milke P 2 0 0 Woodrf P 00 0
Bob Griffin, head of the 'Connecticut Judo Acad- week to Crow, 14-2, and Psi U,
0
to come up to the plate. After Totals 28 1 f Totals 31 3 emy, opened the instruction, with some background on
Across the street the. Sigma
Rollie Johnson Aad made a Amherst
110 003 02x~ the origin and nature of the now worldwide popular acNu entry was u n'a b 1 e
000 000 300—3
magnificent grab of Johnson's Trinity
tivity. Then Healy and Dick Moore, a sophomore here
MOTHER'S DAY
foul • fly, Moore, "MAY 1 — John Pitcairn's at school who has been taking judo Instructions all achieve a single triumph,
they lost to the Bantams, 10-7,
slammed Woodruff's change-up wildness"together with elutdi
year, started throwing each other around.
.
and to Phi Psi.
over the fence.
hitting by A. I. C. allowed the
Up Vernon .Street the Crow
.",
Trinity
Ckb
Objects
visitors to walk away with a
TRINITY
They had not even completed their demonstration
5-2 decision over Trinity's Ban1 t
alt
2 2 Clbrese cr 5
of the elementary falls when word was relayed uptams
this
afternoon./
HALLMARK CARDS
0 .O-PolJc'2
4
Bantams went ahead stairs that.the Trinity Club of Hartford, in the-midst
in the second- Les. of an after-dinner session in the dining hall below,
Trinity .College
Schoenfeld hit one through the was finding it quite difficult" to .listen to their speaker Navy's "crack baseball team
2 Hallorn ss 2
third baseman's legs,and Roily due to the "thunder'' from above. The problem was collected their fourteenth con1 Leahy U 3
Johnson blasted a double which quickly remedied as the mats and the show were mov- secutive victory last Saturday
Book Store
1 Rymndrf 4
Feshlr3 3
"line in ed onto the stage.
with a 7-2 win over Yale, TrinSanders p 1
Wooflrf p 0
left., After two were out,
ity's Bantams fell victim to the
Healy
and
Moore
proceeded
to
demonstrate
tricks
T l
laced a single ovgr short to of self-defense, "Ikedo" in combat terminology, to be Middles early in the season
when they dropped a tight 4-1
Totals 39 S 12 Totals 31 "3 3 drive in the runs.
a—Hit by pitch, Woodruff 9th.
AIC scored once < in the sec- employed.in different situations: how to repulse" a verdict iji Annapolis,
death grip on the throat, an over-friendly handclasp,
a .bearhug, or a two-fingered thrust directed at the LEADING TRINITY HITTERS
two insurance
G AB B H BBI PC
eyes,
•
"
X
: .D Taylor
.300
walked and Meucci blasted
The next phase was«to show how judo holds are D Anderson 69 303 0 91 35 . .333
9 38
9 3 .230
homer over the left field fence. actually administered. Healy indicated that the empha- RT Johnson
litchjng guided Amherst to
Halloran 9 37
6 0 .233
The "drive, only about 20 feet sis in this sport is placed on the use of your opon- B Polk
9 32
7 6 .219
Winner S 14
3 0 .214
lay. Triples by Greg'Brumm fair, eleared the barrier about ent's own strength against himself. At one point he ST Calabrese
a
3i
7 1 .206
and Dave Lawrence were the 360 feet from the plate.
Totals
was asked how a-man using judo would fare against Trinity
9 377 35 58 35 .191
a boxer. His opinion favored the judoist with the res- Opn.
9 %\§ « 51 8* •SOS
ervation that he did not h%ve to abide by the Marquis
of Queensbury rules.
.
MEW YORK
•
Pistol Prank
. The exhibition concluded with an actual contest
between Dick and his instructor. Of course, Al, being
LAWSCHOOl
{Author of "1 Was a Teen-age DwrJ," "The Many
a holder of the black belt—-an emblem of distinction
Loves of Dobie Gillia," ete.)
reserved only for the top men in the judo field—colEstablished 1891
lected most of the laurels in this abbreviated tussle.
When the karate expert did not arrive, Healy volunteered to show how the vicious tools of karate could
APPROVED BY
OLD GRABS NEVER DIB
be applied1 to the rather sedate board splitting problem.
After a moment of hesitation, his hand descended and
AMERICAN BAR
In just a matter of weeks many of you will be graduating—
the wood split, "from, the bottom up," so he explained.
especially seniors.
•
To top off the entertaining exhibition, a defense
ASSOCIATION
You are of course eager to go out in the great world where
against
a
pistol
assault
was
attempted.
Moore,
feeling!
opportunities are limitless and deans nonexistent. At the same
Healy hold the barrel against his back, whirled, only to
time your hearts are heavy at the thought of losing touch with
Day and Evening
gi'ab hold of a finger and receive a fun-filled discharge j
so many classmates you have come to know and love.
from the toy weapon grasped securely in his instrue-'
Courses Leading to
It is my pleasant task today to assure you that graduation
tor's other hand.
need not mean losing touch with classmates, all you have to do
Degree of Bachelor of
is join the Alumni Association and every year you will receive
BAND EJECTS
j Alan Redfora '62, business
a bright, newsy, chatty bulletin, chock full of information about
The following new officers! nager; Stephen Short '62,^
SEE 19 COUNTRIES
Laws
were elected
at a, meeting of ma
all your old buddies.
property
manager;
and
Ronald
the
College
Band
held
April
6:
IN 56 DAYS
James Maryak '62, president; Brackett '64, librarian.
REGISTRATION NOW

Sideline
Splinters

Crow, AD Lead Softball

Navy Stretches
String To U

and Phi Psi teams continued,was cancelled because, of Matheir winnings ways. As pre- son Plan; the QED-Deke conviously mentioned TX fell vic- test will be re-scheduled for a
tim to Crow's strong bats and later date.
the good pitching of K e r r y Although reports are still inFitzpatrick. Phi Psi was aible complete at this time, respectp achieve two victories, one tive league leaders appear to
by forfeit over the Ned entry be AD in the American and
and. the other over Sigma Nu, Crow in the National League.
On the American League Closely following the AD entry
scene the AD and Pike entries is Pike who has suffered one
emerged victorious in their two loss. Behind Crow in the standgames. Behind the pitching of ings is the PM Psi entry.
Jud Roberts and a strong hitting attack, AD polished oft
BIADRAS — BATIK
DPhi, 2241, and QED, 14-2.
Pike bested the Brownell squad
SHORTS
9-6, after a forfeit victory over
SPORT COATS
Jar-vis. Deke, also, gained two
victories, one over the Jarvis
SLACKS
entry and one over Brownell
1642.
Sfossfeerg's Inc.
Other a c t i o n saw DPhi
flounder before their opposi- j
Campm Shop
tion, as they ware e a s i l y
AT FOOT OF
handled by QED, 2243, and
FRATERNITY; ROW
by AD. St. A's faired better,
obtaining a forfeit victory from
1317 Broad St. Open Eves.
the Janys entry. One game

ACADEMY AWARD SMASH HIT!

MON - FBI. FEAT. 7:15 - »:20 EXCLUSIVE HTFD SHOWING
§A5C. - SUN. CONT. FROM % PME Pins New Traselrama & Sports

Brookside Restaurant
SUNDAY SPECIAL

BROILED BROOK TROUT
$1.00
FOOD AND YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGES AT
442 NEW BRITAIN AVE.
:

THE DARK AGES...

THIS CAREFREE

TWA

Hartford National Bank emd Trust Co.

GROUP TOUR WAY!

Eleven Convenient Branches in Greater Hartofrd

Go with a happy group and
have the time of your life
. . . all you have to do is have
fun! Let your expert Tour Director fake care of your hotel reservations, transportation and
sightseeing arrangements. Enjoy the comforting feeling that
someone is responsible fbr you
—ail the way. And you share all
the exciting sights and experiences with a congenial group
of interesting travelers.

Serving Connecticut and families since 1792.

SUMMER SESSION

f l y there by TWA SuperJet
. . . tour Europe by air and luxurious motor coach. See England, Ireland, Narway,Scotland,
Sweden, Denmark, Holland,'Belgium, Luxembourg, Germany,
Austria, Italy, San Marino, Spain,
A n d o r r a , France, Monaco,
Switzerland, Leichtenstein!
Sounds fabulous, doesn't it!
Ready to go?
Many departures to choose
f r o m ! As low as $I395t
. . . including meals, hotels, tips
and taxes, sightseeing, transportation! A real travel bargain!
Fly Now . . . Pay Later.

1

FRK DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE

V/rite for ful! details about thfs
and other TWA Tours. There's a
TWA Group tour to suit your
travel mood (and pocketbook}!
'

rum

V.SJI.-BU&OPE'AFRICA -ASIA

i : THE SUPER JET AIRUNB*
?f C Jrans World Airlines
tour Department 44

J
!

380 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y.
Please send me free European
Summer Holiday Tour folders.

NamoCity——Zone

FOR

State

Classes commence
June 12th and end

CONNECTICUT PRINTERS

INCORPORATED

-

August 7th

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

fflhi k
Oh, what a red-letter day it is at my house, the rlay the
Alumni Bulletin arrives! I .cancel all my engagements^tstke the
phone off the hook, dismiss my chiropractor, put the ocelot
outside, and settle down for an evening of pure pleasure with
the Bulletin and {need I add?) a good, supply of Marlboro
Cigarettes.
v
Whenever I am having fun, a Marlboro makes the fun even
more fun. That filter, that flavor, that pack or box never fails
to heighten my pleasure whether I am watching the television
or playing buck euchre or knitting an af ghan or reading Mad
or enjoying any other fun-filled putsuit you might name—except, of course, spearfishing. But then, how much spearfiehing
does one do in Clovis, New Mexico, where I live?
But I digress. Let us return to my Alumni Bulletin and let
roe quote for you the interesting tidings about all my old friends
and classmates:
Well, fellow alums, it certainly has been a wing-dinger of a
year for all us old grads! Remember Mildred Cheddar and
Harry Camembert, those crazy kids who always held hands in
Econ II? Well, they're married now and living in Clovis, New
Mexico, where Harry rents spearfishing equipment and Mildred
has just given birth to a lovely 28-pound daughter, her second
in four mouths. Nice going, Mildred and Harry!
Remember Jethro Brie, the man we voted most likely to succeed? Well; old Jethro is still gathering laurels! Last week he
was voted "Motorman of the Year" by his fellow workers in
the Duluth streetcar system. "I owe it all to my brakeman,"
said Jethro in a characteristically modest acceptance speech.
Same old Jethro!
Probably the most glamorous-time of all us alums was had by
Francis Macomber last year. He went on a big game hunting
safari all the way to Africa! We received many interesting post
cards from Francis until he was, alas, accidently shot and killed
by his wife and white hunter. Tough luck, Francis!
Wilraa "Deadeye" Macomber, widow of the late beloved
Francis Macomber, was married yesterday to Fred "Sureshot"
Quimby, white hunter, in a simple double-ring ceremony in
Nairobi. Good luck, Wilma and Fred!
Well, alums, that just about wraps it up for this year. Keep
'em
flying!
'
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Weekly Trial Practice
Courts, Moot Courts

CHAR-BROILED STEAKS

$1.75
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Daily Problem Seminars,

244 William Street
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MUSIC BY THE
STARLITES OF SPRINGFIELD
Every Thurs., Fri, and Sat. Nite

1 Block East of
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Municipal Building

CHAKLES RESTAURANT

COrtland 7*9400

52 Park St. Hartford

The traditions! look in

ARROW
SPORT SHIRTS
The fabric, the fashion, the feeling... all lend
the look of classic authenticity to these favored
Arrow sport shirts. Distinctively printed
on broadcloth in handsome, muted
colorings... styled with button-down
collar and hack pleat.
Tailored in long sleeves $5.00
and short sleeves

My trews! agent is
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Old grads, new grads, undergrads, all agree: The best new
nonfilter cigarette in many a long year is the king-size
Philip Morris Commander. Welcome aboard!

THEF. S M.SCHAEFER BREWING CO., NETS YORK an4 ALBANY, N. y.
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THE TRINITY TRIPOD

'AGE

•Freshmen .Tumble
To First Defeats •

SPORTS

Holy Cross Overpowers
Laerossemen At Worcester

MAY 6—Wesleyan's fresh- into the secohd frame when
scored twice with one of their Cross salted the game aw&y
by SCOTT .REYNOLDS
man baseball squad dealt the they scored all of their runs.
own men in the penalty box by notching five straight goals
WORCESTER, MAY 3—A
Trinity yearlings their second Glark hurled superbly the rest
skillful Holy Cross squad over- and a third time when a loose in the first four and one-half %
straight loss today behind the of the way, and his teammates
powered the' Trinity lacrosse ball rolled down hill into the minutes of the third quarter
strong four-hit pitching of Bob reached McNeil for three runs
team 15 to 7 today at Worcest- cage. The home team had re- to take an insurmountable 13
Glark. The Cardinals boosted in the third to give - him ' all
gistered three goals before Sam j to 3 lead.
er.
their season record to 5-2 bythe support he needed..
The Worcester team controll- Foster put the Bantams in
Tony Wright connected at \
the 6-3 triumph.
'• The freshman nine will meet
ed the play for the better part the scoring column at 12:14. 4:42 of that period to interrupt \
Chris McNeil, the Bantam the Cardinals again next. Friof the afternoon keeping the
Holy Cross equalled its first the Purple spree after six coa» M
starting pitcher, was not asday over in Middletown and
pressure on Trin goalie Will period goal production in thesectutive scores. Boh Tyndall, 1
shr.rp today as he has been will attempt to regain their
Files. The infrequent times second quarter. T a l l i e s by Frank S e a r s , and Siriarml J
in previous outings as he yield- winning- stride against Springthat the Bantams managed to Tony S i r i a n n i and Dorsey completed the Trinity scoring.**
ed 11 hits. ;
beautiful' double win in the!over the ninth and tenth bar- muster their offense, they did Brown made ',the half-t i m e
BYJOHNSYEK
field here on Monday.
The win was Holy Gross's^
Trinity bunched two of their
BURLINGTON, VT.-, MAY" mile and the half mile. High tiers to win in 26.6 seconds. a creditable job.
margin 8 to 3.
third on the season. They hadi
103 000 002—6 11 2 6—The University of Vermont point man Simpson scored vic- Green had earlier nipped Banhits along with a pair of walks Wesieyan
Trinity
030 000 000—3 4 2
Holy Cross took advantage
previously- lost to Dartmouth. *
Crusaders Lead
tam Mike Schulenberg in. theof a few breaks and ragged
Catamounts rolled over /the tories in the javelin and the
j and Oxford-Cambridge.
AMHERST, MASS., MAY 3 Trinity track squad here today broadjump as well as follow- .highs for victory. Schulenberg
Led
by
a
t
t
a
e
k
m
a
n
Bill
i
Trinity play in the opening i
—The Trinity freshman were by a 67 to 59 score. The run-ing his teammate P e r k i n s \ placed third in* the lows,
4
1_35
I Open Hon.-Set,; Thurs. 9-? i !
quarter to" roar off to a four Heaphy, who collected five j Holy Cross
bombed by their A m h e r s t ning . conditions were ideal on across,, the finish line second
1
Victories in the field went to one lead. The crusaders goals and two assists, the ' Trinity
2-7
counterparts this afternoon, this warm, sunny day as thein both races. -Captain Mark to three Hilltopper athletes.
10-2, The Lord Jeffs displayed hosts showed good strength in'[Smith was the Bantam's only Wayne Mehringer won the
a formidable hitting attack and nearly every event.
double winner.
. . . .
s^ot with a good
played errorless ball in the j Vermont's Perkins ran to
Smith a n d John Szumczyk i Bob Brown placed third. J i m |
field,
were provided w i t h strong M a r y a k twirled t h e discus 131
The Shultsmen managed to
competition in . the s'p.r i n t s to win and Tom Smith edged
get only four hits- off ace AmA P R I L 2S—Middletown—
from the Catamount's Bister. into second place. Emmett
herst pitcher, Jim Scribner.
Smith pulled to first place in Miller high jumped to victory The superior Wesmen today
Scribner pitched perfect ball
the last twenty yards of the'as
over-powered the Trinity freshLou Mutschler and Vic
fcUJ
for the first six innings, setting
100 yard dash as, Szumczyk (K een were among four men men lacrosse team, 12 to 1.
W
I
N
D
S
O
R
,
MAY
3—A
down IS consecutive. Trinity
Showing determination, but unand Bister ran a dead heat for
powerful Loomis Prep' track second. The added length of tied for second.
batters.
able to compete with an excellDual
of
Unbeaten
Sophs
Dave Ahlgren was on theteam handed Coach Jay Mc-the 220 split these three up a The quarter mile b o i l e d ent goalie, more depth, and
mound for the Bantams, but Williams' squad their first de- little more and Smith won. in down to a dual between Keen four % Lacrosse veterans, t h e
gave way to Chris McNeill in feat of the season today by a 22.5 seconds with Bister sec- and the home team's .Mulhern. Trinmen were held to one goal.
score of 73-51. .
the eighth inning.
ond and Szumczyk third.
Both are Sophomores and hadFreshman leader Randy Plass
Pete Cummings, a n AllThe Shultsmen scored both
Two Top Times
long undefeated strings in this was responsible , for the one
their runs in. the final framg., Ameriean prep school football
The two other Trinity win- event .behind , them.. Today, score.
HAND-SEWN
Tom Singleton's pinch single selection, put on a brilliant ners on the track were done in Mulhern extended his" string MAY 3—Today the more
drove in both runs. On thedisplay of track prowess as hepersonal record times. *Mal Mc- with victory in 51.0 seconds experienced freshmen lacrosse
play, Bruce MacDougall, the led Loomis toy capturing four Gawn ran the two mile in as Keen dropped his first' 440 team ran over the U. Mass,
Bantam centerfielder, was in-first places. Cummings needed 10:13 to far outdistance the in outdoor dual ' m e e t com- frosh, 12 to "6. Mike Malm
I Our Dacron and Wool
18.95
jured when he crashed into the only one throw to cop the shot nearest competitor.
led the Trin "stickrn'an. to their
petition in. four years.
Amherst catcher. He suffered put and then followed that
first
two
scores.
Better
pass•worsted blend Suit —
In
the
220
yd.
low
hurdles,
John Wardlaw placed second
a concussion and had to spend with a toss of 131 feet in the
ings stickhandling, and shots
• CLARK'S DESERT BOOTS
12.95,
discus. He also took first place Jay McCracken caught Ver- in the broad jump and
the night at Amherst.
i soft shoulder, lap seams,
brought about by their first
mont's
Green
at
the
eighth
hurHunt
tied
"for
second
in
the
in the javelin and then powertwo
game's
experience,
was
12.95 wpj
CONCEET IN MATHER v ed his 215 1b. frame to an im- dle and went on to beat him polevault to help gain' the re-more than the Redmen could ® SADDLE SHOES
| hooked Tent, p l a i n
mainder of Trinity's point topressive
win
over
Bill
CampMusic of the' Renaissance and
• WHITE & TAN BUCKS
14,95 up1
tal. Ron Polstein added a third!
front, narrow trouser.
bell'in
the
100yd.
dash
with
a
early Baroque Masters will toin the high hurdles and Me-' At half time the . Trinmen
• BASS-WEEJUNS
14.95
night' fill Mather Hall as the10.3 clocking.
Crackeri a third in the quarter held a 5 to 2 lead. In the rest
College Chamber Orchestra
John Burton again won the
of the game, the scoring,feamile.
14.95JS
presents its second concert of high hurdles .but lost to teamtured Randy Plass for a "hat • CLARK'S DESERT KAHMS
the season.
mate Ron Brackett in the 220
trick," Kadlic for two, Malm
• BARRIE'S IMPERIAL LOAFER Sb'% i *
for another, and Gilson, CrosThe' Chamber Orchestra, yd. low h u r d l e s . Brackett
MAY
3—The
Trinity
g
o
l
f
IN PURITAN VEAL OR SCOTCH GRAIN
I
broke
the
frosh-record
for
that
by
and
S
i
n
l
c
r
o
p
e
for
one
comprised of concert artists
J
apiece. Goalie Lou Borde'n did
from Hartford, is under the event in 26.2 seconds and also team continued their winning
•• GOLF SHOES
direction of Sayard Stone, a remained undefeated in the streak as they defeated WesM A Y 3—The Freshman a fine job warding off the U.
ieyan
by
a
score
of
4-<?
at
the
quarter
mile
as
he
easily
won
BARRIE'S OR FOOTJOY
22.98
faculty
member
of
Wesieyan
Mass
attackers.
tennis
team
today
dropped
its
102 Asyimn Street
Wethersfield Country Club, to- second straight match of the
and Central Connecticut State with a time of 53.3,
Chargt Account! Invited
and a staff conductor for the This Wednesday the • frosh day. Two of tlie matches went young season to an experienced
Westminster Recording Co.
will play host to a very highly extra holes with the Trinity Choate squad by the .score of into the B a n t a m schedule.
men involved, Lee Mover and 9-0. Coach Dath admitted that Matches with Amherst and
touted Amherst frosh squad.
Bob Zimmerman, coming out he thought that his men hadKent were forced .to be postTHE WASHINGTON DINER
on top.
performed to the, best of their poned due to poor playing conThis victory brings the Ban- ability,' but that the Choate ditions. The weather has also
175 WASHINGTON STREET
HARTFORD, CONN.
tam's season record to a com- squad was too strong for theminimized the n u m b e r of
.
Good Food . . . Good Service
practices.
mendable 4-1-1. Prospects are Bantams. .
.'
Steaks, Chops, Seafood — Always Quick and Courteous
bright for Trinity to make one Only Al Wallace, playing at Weather p e r m i t t i n g , t h i s
week the Bantams will enterPlenty of Space and Free Parking '
of its best showings ever in the
New England Inter-collegiates the number six singles posi- tain Loomis and Wesieyan on
at East Providence next week. tion, was able to capture a the eight and tenth respect22 Trumbull St.
Next to Henry Miller Inc.
set. However W a l l a c e was lively- and will journey
JA 5-6261
' Results: Folley (W) defeated eventually defeated 6-3, -3-6, I T - " T oi the thirteenth for a
Byrne 2 and 1: Hughes (W) de-,
| match in which twelve men
feated Tram, one up; Leahy (W) ~°'
PARK FREE IN NEXT DOOR LOT
1
defeated McRae, one up: Dunkle
So
far
the
weather
has
bitten
will see acdon.
(T) defeated Schultes one up; Zim-j

Vermont Downs Bantams
In Tight Track Meet

Frosh Stickmen
Split First Two

Frosh Runners
Lose To Loomis

SUMMER SELECTIONS AT

IMPERIAL

NE's On Tap
For Golfers

Frosh Lose

MARK TIME
'TIL EXAMS
ON
SAVITT
WATGHES

WLRE1E YEARS
BEFORE WINVENTED
SCHAEFER BEER!

merman (T) defeated Addams one |
up, 19 holes: Moyer defeated
Brookins one up, 22 holes; Mackall
(T) defeated Prince 8 and 7

LUCKY

STRIKE

PRESENTS

t

DR. FROOD'S THOUGHT FOR THE DAY: Don't let exams upset you.

, , '* 3'i*""81 /- v ,l>
3.5.'&*' - : * ; ; i

After all, there are worse things—distemper, hunger, insa liable thirst.

v»}g»O»&. 1 * W A W I...WW. A 1

Dear Or, Frood: Shouldn't we spend our
millions on education instead of a
race to the moon? * Taxpayer

Dear Dr. Frood: A fellow on our campus
keeps saying, "Bully," "Pip-pip,"
'"Ear, 'ear," "Sticky wicket," and
"Ripping!" What do these things
mean?

DEAR TAXPAYER: And fet the
Dear D r .
Communists get all that
Frood: What
cheese?
would you say
about a rich father
who makes his boy
exist on a measly
$150 a week allowance?
Angered
DEAR ANGERED: J would
say, "There goes a man
I'd like to
call Dad."

Puzzled
DEAR PUZZLED: It's best
just to ignore these
beatniks.

Dear Dr. Frood: How can 1 keep from bawling like
a baby when they hand me my diploma?

Emotional
DEAR 'EMOTIONAL: Simply concentrate
on twirling your mortarboard tassel
in circles above your head,
and pretend you are
£ helicopter.
;S,
Dear Dr. Frood: Wriat's the "=
;;:;!fp
||p ; : '
best way to open a pack of Luckies:
Rip off the whole top, or tear along one
side of the blue sticker?

Freshman
|k
1*;.

Get the picture? Schaefer
is in a class by itself. You
get all the pleasure of the
first beer—every beer
through when you say
Schaefer, all around!

Other shoes may look like Keds, but only U. S. Keds® can- give you "that great j
feeling." Because Keds have a patented shockproofed arch cushion and j
'ushioned inner sole. And because Keds
are built over tested, scientific lasts, to f i t
LOOK FOR THE BLUE LABEL'
all feet perfectly, even narrow ones. Keds
are right for class, gym, tennis court or
dorm. Machine-washable (and they even
look good clean). His; Keds "Court King."
Hers: Ksds "Champion.". Get your U.S.
Keds at good shoe or department stores.
*bolh U.S. Kedt and the biiis label ire rssistsredt-adsmark-01

THE F . 4 M. VCHAtFEft BREWING CO., NEW YORK and ALBANY, K. Y.

United States

ftobber

.ROCKEFELLER.CENTER, Uf/I VORK 2 0 . NEW VORK
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DEAR FRESHMAN.-,Rip? Tear? Why, open a
pack of Luckies as you would like io b$
opened yourself.

FROOD REVEALS SECRET: After exhaustive study and research, Dr. Frood claims ;
have discovered the reason why college students smoke more Luckies than any ot*
regular. His solution is that the word "Coliegiates" contains precisely the sat
number of letters as Lucky Strike-a claim no other leading cigarette can mafc

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some fssfg for a chan§<
Product o

